With Presidential Special Effects, you can create your own unique roof.

Every home’s personality is a reflection of its owner.

Find yourself in the home of your dreams with a design that’s unique to your personality. Special Effects provide the opportunity for you to start with your styles, and make them your own.

By choosing Presidential Shake TL™ or Presidential Shake™ shingles, you are making a step toward the classic beauty of hand-split cedar shakes. Special Effects enables you to take elegant good looks to dramatic new heights.

The exclusive, patented cut allowing you to combine any two colors from our palette in a perfectly matched pattern of your own making. A number of Special Effects color combinations are shown at right. Dozens of other options are available to create a one-of-a-kind look.

Presidential Shake TL and Presidential Shakes give you the ability to top your home off with an original design statement. Imagine the possibilities.
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Special Effects With Presidential Shake TL and Presidential Shake Shingles

A few of the possible color combinations from our palette of colors. Create a one-of-a-kind design, giving your home exceptional beauty.